Jean

Rod McKuen

Hear this song at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJZQz5U0el0 (play along with capo at first fret)
This sheet also contains elements of the Oliver version https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhM84pJLkLg
From: Richard G’s Ukulele Songbook www.scorpexuke.com
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Use sharp up pick on
each pair of strings.
Works best with low G

[C] Jean [Em] Jean [F] roses are [G7] red
[C] All the [Am] leaves have gone [Dm] green [G7]
And the [C] clouds are so [C7] low
You can [F] touch them and [Fm] so
[Dm] Come out to the [G7] meadow [C] Jean [G7]
[C] Jean [Em] Jean you're [F] young and a[G7]live
[C] Come out of your [Am] half dreamed [Dm] dream [G7]
And [C] run if you [C7] will to the [F] top of the [Fm] hill
[Dm] Open your [G7] arms bonnie [C] Jean [C7]
Till the [F] sheep in the [Cdim] valley come [Cmaj7] home my [C7] way
Till the [F] stars fall a[Cdim]round me and [Cmaj7] find me a[C7]lone
When the [F] sun comes a [Cdim] singin'
[C] I'll still be [Ab] wait[G]in' for
[C] Jean [Em] Jean [F] roses are [G7] red
[C] And all of the [Am] leaves have gone [Dm] green [G7]
While the [C] hills are a[C7]blaze with the [F] moon's yellow [Fm] haze
[Dm] Come into my [G7] arms bonnie [C] Jean [C7]
Till the [F] sheep in the [Cdim] valley come [Cmaj7] home my [C7] way
Till the [F] stars fall a[Cdim]round me and [Cmaj7] find me a[C7]lone
When the [F] sun comes a [Cdim] singin'
[C] I'll still be [Ab] wait[G]in' for
[C] Jean [Em] Jean Jean you're [F] young and a[G7]live
[F] Come out of your half-dreamed [G7] dream
And [C] run if you [C7] will to the [F] top of the [Fm] hill
[Dm] Come into my [G7] arms bonnie Jean
[C!]
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